
QUEENSBERRY PRODUCTS

*For more information about our products, including light, medium and heavy-weight pages, visit our products page.

Q-BOOKS

Press-printed books with 

light-weight* perfect-
bound or medium-

weight* lay-flat pages.

                                                           
6-colour digital-offset

printing on a choice of

five paper stocks.                        
                                                                                                                   

        

                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Five sizes to choose 

from. Available in all our 

album cover materials, 

plus two more affordable 

options unique to this 

range.     

                                           

Lots of opportunities to

personalise, including

translucent pages, Mayu
cases, and cover

embossing.      

                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

FLUSHMOUNT

Flushmount albums have

medium or heavyweight*
panorama pages, with 

images printed right to 

the edge of the page.

                                                           
Inkjet or traditional silver

halide printing.

                                                           
Available in eight sizes

and all our standard 

covers (leathers, micro

leathers, bookbinding

fabrics and photo fronts).
Black or ivory core 

pages.

                                                           
The same opportunities

to personalise as for the
Overlay range.      

                                                                                                                   

OVERLAY MATTED

Matted albums available

in eight sizes and all our
standard covers. Clean-

edged overlay matted

pages in black or ivory.

                                          

Silver halide printing, or

6-colour digital-offset on

a choice of five paper

stocks.

                                          

Opportunities to
personalise include carry

cases and display boxes,

cover embossing,

photographic motifs and

flushmount copy albums.      

                                                                                                                   

CLASSIC MATTED

Classic matted albums

with traditional edged
pages. Images are

normally mounted

pagemount style.

                                          

Silver halide printing 

only. Available in eight 

sizes and all our 

standard cover and 

decorative options.

                                          
Same opportunities to

personalise as for the

Overlay range, plus wing

and flip pages, and extra

base page colours.      

DUO

A contemporary fusion of

matted and flushmount
pages. Clean edged 

black or ivory pages and 

mats.

                                      

Matted pages are

normally mounted

pagemount style; 

splitmat pages are also

available.

                                      
Silver halide printing 

only. Available in eight 

sizes and all our 

standard cover and 

decorative options. Same 

opportunities to 

personalise as for the

Classic range.      

                                                                                                                   

MUSÉE

Discerning design, the

best of materials and the
highest level of

artisanship. Pages and

mats are museum quality

100% cotton Arches

paper with clean edges.

Musée is available in two

sizes, with silver halide

printing only.

                                      

Solander box, story folio
and personal logo

embossing are included

in the price.

                                      

You can combine matted

and flushmount pages, 

as with Duo, and also 

add multi-image

apertures.      

                                                                                                                  

STYLE ON A BUDGET STYLE, CHOICE & CREATIVE DETAILING ULTIMATE PRESENTATION

http://www.queensberry.com/products
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